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a b s t r a c t   

To overcome the trade-off between strength and ductility of the additively manufactured AlSi10Mg alloy 
used in the automotive and aerospace industries, samples with multilevel structural heterogeneities were 
produced using single-pass ECAP at 150 °C and 200 °C. The microstructures of these samples were com-
posed of partially ruptured Al/Si cellular networks and alternatively arranged zones of elongated (pancaked) 
grains separated by wide zones composed of ultrafine grains. Experimental results demonstrated that 
AlSi10Mg deformed at 150 °C, exhibited a superior ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of ~541 MPa, but limited 
ductility. The sample deformed at 200 °C exhibited both high ultimate tensile strength (UTS ~463 MPa) and 
excellent elongation at break of ~16.3%. Those results revealed a superior combination of strength and 
ductility that originated from bimodal grain size distribution, Orowan bowing, mechanical twinning of the 
hard Si phase, and back-stress hardening. Our results shed new light on the unexploited potential in im-
proving the mechanical properties of additively manufactured alloys. 

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
CC_BY_4.0   

1. Introduction 

Among Al-based alloys, AlSi10Mg is a traditional cast alloy 
widely used in aerospace and automotive components due to its 
lightweight and excellent mechanical properties [1]. This alloy is 
also available for laser powder bed fusion processes (L-PBF), such as 
selective laser melting (SLM) [2]. In SLM, the atomised powder layer 
is distributed on the building platform and then melted locally by a 
laser beam. Due to the high cooling rate (106–108 °C/s) [3], the re-
sulting microstructure of the SLM AlSi10Mg alloy differed from its 
cast counterpart - it is hierarchical, heterogeneous, and contains 
three-level networks: the melting pool boundary network [4], the 
grain boundary network [5], and the cellular network with bound-
aries that comprise alternate fine eutectic Al and Si phases [6]. This 
cellular network determines the mechanical properties of the SLM 
AlSi10Mg alloy, which exhibited high strength and an excellent 
strain hardening capacity. As reported by Chen et al. in 2017 [7] and 
Li et al. in 2020 [6] the SLM AlSi10Mg alloy with a heterogeneous 
cellular network structure had a work hardening exponent of ~0.252 

that nearly doubled the PM alloy (~0.127) and did more than double 
the work hardening exponent of a conventional gravity-cast Al-Si 
alloy (~0.1) [8]. Therefore, the AlSi10Mg alloy is an ideal candidate 
material to overcome the ‘Holy Grail’ of material science, the trade- 
off between strength and ductility. 

In general, most conventional strategies (based on plastic de-
formation) used to strengthen SLM aluminium alloys include hot 
isostatic pressing [9] or cold rolling [10], but sacrifice strength and/ 
or ductility. To address these issues, a variety of strategies have been 
tried, including unconventional methods such as severe plastic de-
formation. In this context, Snopiński et al. [11] and Hosseinzadeh 
et al. [12] showed that equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) pro-
cessing is an efficient route for AM aluminium alloys to overcome 
the shortcomings mentioned above. This method has multiple dis-
advantages, such as high labour input, complicated tools, and non- 
uniform strain distribution [13]; however, it offers a tremendous 
increase in material properties and allows the fabrication of rela-
tively large samples [14] virtually free from porosity. 

Consequently, in this work, we investigated a novel post-pro-
cessing strategy for SLM-fabricated AlSi10Mg, which opens new 
opportunities in the design of high-strength and ductile aluminium 
alloys. Then, the mechanisms responsible for high-strength 
AlSi10Mg samples were examined by microstructure 
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characterisations and confirmed by hardness and tensile property 
measurements. The justification to use additively manufactured 
AlSi10Mg lies in the fact that the unique cellular microstructure 
offers substantially different deformation mechanisms from con-
ventional counterparts [6], which provide a suitable starting point 
for severe grain refinement. According to studies by Zhang et al. [15] 
and Kim et al. [16], the basic deformation mechanism in rapidly 
solidified Al-Si alloys includes plastic incompatibility across the Al/Si 
interface (accommodated by geometrically necessary dislocations 
during straining) and deformation twinning of the Si phase. 

2. Materials and methodology 

The AlSi10Mg alloy had a nominal chemical composition of 
89.3 wt% Al, 1.3 wt% Mg and 9.4 wt% Si and prepared by selective 
laser melting. Details on the SLM parameters and processing con-
ditions have been reported elsewhere [11,17]. Before ECAP, to in-
crease technological plasticity and minimise the effect of residual 
stress, a short-time low-temperature annealing heat treatment was 
performed at 280 °C for 9 min in a laboratory dryer under Ar. The 
heat-treated samples (14.25 × 14.25 × 60 mm) were pressed through 
a 90° die (introducing an equivalent strain of ε = ~1) preheated to 
150 °C (sample ECAP150) and 200 °C (sample ECAP200). 

Polished samples were etched using Keller's reagent to reveal 
microstructure details. SEM and Electron backscatter diffraction 
(EBSD) analyses were performed using a ZEISS Supra 35 scanning 
microscope operating at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV, a working 
distance of 17 mm, a tilt angle of 70°, and step sizes from 0.4 to 
0.06 µm. The samples for EBSD analyses were prepared following 
standard metallographic techniques (mechanical grinding with SiC 
papers, polished with diamond pastes and finally polished for 1 h 
using 0.04 µm colloidal silica). The averaged KAM values were used 
to calculate the overall geometrically necessary dislocation density 
(GND) according to methods published elsewhere [18,19]. 

For transmission electron microscopy (TEM) microstructure 
characterisations, FIB cut lamellas (approx. 8 × 8 µm) were prepared 
and examined using an S / TEM TITAN 80–300 microscope operating 
at 200 kV. The TEM samples were cut parallel to the build and ex-
trusion directions (Fig. 1) for the heat-treated and ECAP processed 
samples, respectively. 

Tensile tests were conducted using a Zwick/Roell Z20 testing 
machine. The strain rate and the gage length were 5 × 10−4 s −1 and 
25 mm, respectively. Five samples were tested to ensure the relia-
bility of the experimental results. Vickers microhardness measure-
ments were performed in a cross-sectional plane using a Future-Tech 
tester under a 50 gf load and a holding time of 15 s 

3. Results 

3.1. Microstructure 

Fig. 2(a) and (b) represent the light micrographs of the heat- 
treated sample (HT) taken in the built plane, perpendicular to the 
building direction. The microstructure of the HT sample was char-
acterised by discontinuous laser scan traces, typical for metallic 
materials prepared by SLM [20]. The laser scan traced boundaries 
were heavily etched and brighter than their interiors, where smaller 
crystals with various crystallographic orientations were identified. 

Fig. 2(d) and (e) show microstructures of the ECAP150 processed 
sample. Chemical etching revealed multiple semi-circular ‘fish scale’ 
patterns, which formed as a result of microstructure rotation during 
ECAP. Fig. 2(g) and (h) illustrate the microstructure of the ECAP200 
sample. These micrographs did not reveal significant microstructure 
differences with respect to ECAP150 sample; therefore, a more de-
tailed analysis was necessary using SEM. 

Fig. 2(c) shows the secondary electron micrograph of the heat- 
treated sample. The HT sample maintained a unique cellular mi-
crostructure [6], and its size was approx. 0.6 µm, slightly larger than 
the as-built sample (see supplementary data). The grey Si phase fully 
or partially surrounded the Al-based matrix grains, which decreased 
the mobility of grain boundaries and stabilised the fine-grained 
structure of the alloy. Such behaviour relates directly to the so-called 
complete and incomplete wetting of grain boundaries by the melt  
[21–23]. Furthermore, nanometric dot-shaped Si precipitates ap-
peared in the cell interiors due to the heat treatment [24]. 

ECAP at 150 °C altered the Si network, so it became partially 
ruptured and coarser (Fig. 2(f)). In addition, the number and sizes of 
dot-shaped precipitates increased. Interestingly, after ECAP proces-
sing at 150 °C few rod-shaped precipitates with a mean size of 
~50 nm appeared within α-Al cells. 

At a higher deformation temperature of 200 °C, due to ac-
celerated diffusion, the size of the rod-shaped Si precipitates in-
creased, as illustrated in Fig. 2(i). Additionally, the partially ruptured 
Si network became slightly coarser. According to this study [25], the 
increase in the Si particle sizes and the rupture of the Si network 
were due to excess Si precipitation from the supersaturated alumi-
nium matrix. 

Based on an SEM-EDS linear analysis (Fig. 3), we evaluated the 
variation in the chemical compositions within the cells and the Si 
network. This analysis showed the Si concentration ranged from 
approximately 8.0 at% within the cells to approx. 14.00 at% in the Si 
eutectic ribbons (cell boundaries). Although a linear EDS analysis is 
not quantitatively accurate, concluding the Si concentration inside 
cells was slightly higher in the ECAP processed samples was a rea-
sonable inference, see dotted lines in Fig. 3d-f. The reason is twofold: 
first, during ECAP processing at elevated temperatures, the inter-
connected Si phase (present in the HT sample) acted as nucleation 
sites for the formation of Si particles, thus excess Si in Al diffused 
out, which contributing to the growth of new Si particles inside the 
cell interiors; see Fig. 3(e) and (h), as detected by SEM-EDS line scans  
[26]; second, is the Si solid solubility extension, dispersion and 
dissolution of second phases during the ECAP processing. The severe 
plastic deformation introduces defects such as dislocations and ex-
cess vacancies that can strongly influence diffusion rates in alumi-
nium alloys. 

EBSD analysis was performed to provide detailed information on 
changes in grain size due to ECAP. Fig. 4(a) and (d) show the inverse 
pole figure (IPF-Z) orientation and grain boundary map (re-
presenting the x-y plane) for the HT sample. EBSD analysis revealed 
special areas with fine grains along a curved area (indicated by 
dotted lines) that corresponded to the laser scan track boundary 
(heat affected zone) [27,28]. The interior of the laser scan track Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of a) SLM sample build direction and planes designation, 

b) ECAP die and planes designation. 
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comprised larger equiaxed grains, typical for the applied scanning 
strategy and sample built orientation. 

ECAP formed novel heterogeneous (bimodal) microstructures. 
IPF-Z images clearly showed the alternatively arranged zones of 
elongated (pancaked) grains separated by wide zones (approxi-
mately 15 µm wide) composed of ultrafine grains. The ‘fine grain’ 
zone corresponded to semi-circular molten pool boundaries [29], 
(see Fig. 2(b) and (c)), while the ‘large grain’ zone, where elongated 
grains exist, corresponded to the semi-circular melt pool interiors. 

Referring to the data listed in Table 1 and Fig. 4(d)-(f), the fraction 
of low-angle boundaries (LAGBs) increased from 8.45% (HT) to 
45.23% (ECAP150) and to 36.32% (ECAP200). The average grain size 
simultaneously decreased from 3.245 µm (HT) to 0.31 µm (ECAP150) 
and 0.36 µm (ECAP200). 

To examine the microstructure of the ECAP150 sample in greater 
detail, a higher resolution EBSD map with a step size of 0.06 µm was 
collected. Fig. 5(a)-(b) show the IPF-Z image and the geometrically 
necessary distribution map, respectively. The ‘fine grain’ zone con-
sisted of larger elongated grains in which subgrains existed. These 
subgrains with sizes from 0.2 to 0.6 µm were primarily separated by 
low-angle grain boundaries (red lines in Fig. 3a). The geometrically 
necessary distribution map, Fig. 5(b), revealed that boundaries with 
low misorientation angles primarily formed in areas with the 
highest GND density (see “hot” spots on the GND distribution map). 

In general, in aluminium alloys, formation of LAGBs relates clo-
sely to dislocation activities. When the strain level increased, the 

material stored an increased amount of GNDs to accommodate the 
plastic strain gradient between large and fine grains [30]. With in-
creasing applied stress, these GNDs moved into energetically fa-
vourable configurations, which initiated more slip systems and 
intensified the dislocation entanglement with each other. As a result, 
high-density dislocation concentration zones are formed, which 
appeared as LAGBs. The GNDs map, Fig. 5(b), confirmed a high dis-
location density across the analysed area. A comparison of Fig. 5(a) 
and (b) indicated a ‘fine-grained’ zone had a higher GND con-
centration than other regions. 

Fig. 6 shows a microstructure of AlSi10Mg in HT before ECAP. 
Bright and dark field TEM images revealed columnar primary α-Al 
cells (aligned towards the build direction) surrounded by many 
discrete eutectic Si precipitates, Fig. 6(a) and (b). Further phase 
identifications and examinations of the interphase boundaries were 
conducted by STEM, and those results are shown in Fig. 6(c) and (d). 
Isolated Si precipitates with 40 nm widths formed a semi-coherent 
interface with the α-Al matrix. 

Using EDS mapping in STEM mode, we confirmed the columnar 
cells were in the α-Al phase with some eutectic Si at the boundaries. 
Mg was also detected on the α-Al/Si eutectic microstructures 
(Fig. 6(f)-(j)), which indicated formation of a Mg2Si phase. 

Fig. 7(a) and (b) show the low-magnification bright- and dark- 
field TEM images for the ECAP150 sample. The effect of ECAP was 
significant, as seen in TEM images. Due to the severe strain imposed 
on the material, multiple dislocations were generated. Furthermore, 

Fig. 2. Microstructures of a–c) HT samples, d–f) sample ECAP150, g–i) sample ECAP200.  
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Fig. 3. SEM-EDS linear chemical composition analysis results a) and d) heat-treated, b) and e) sample ECAP150, d) and f) sample ECAP200.  

Fig. 4. IPF-Z images and grain boundary maps of AlSi10Mg samples a) and d) heat-treated, c) and e) sample ECAP150, d) and f) sample ECAP200.  
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the columnar α-Al network became stretched and distorted, which 
made its boundaries difficult to distinguish. However, some re-
maining features of this network were still partially distinguishable 
(see yellow outline). A more detailed TEM analysis, presented below, 
revealed deformation twins and stacking faults in the interior of the 
fragmented Si precipitate. The characteristic visible shear steps in 
the HRTEM image, Fig. 7(f), indicated a shearing mechanism of Si 
caused by intensified stress from the accumulation of dislocations in 
the Al matrix [31]. Mechanical twins formed in Si precipitates are 
usually due to accommodation of the plastic strain gradient at the 
Al/Si interface. This means the dislocation GND pile-ups against the 
interface induced forward stress in the hard Si phase. When the local 
stress concentration exceeded the critical shear strength of Si, a 
twinning deformation occurred within the Si particles [16,31,32], 
which contributed to the strength and ductility of the material. 

3.2. Mechanical properties 

Vickers microhardness and tensile tests helped assess the room 
temperature mechanical properties of the AlSi10Mg alloy in dif-
ferent conditions. The detailed mechanical property values (re-
presented by the yield strength, YS, the ultimate tensile strength, 
UTS) and the elongation (expressed by the elongation to fracture) are 
given in Table 2, while Fig. 8 shows the representative engineering 
strain vs. engineering stress curves. Compared to other results  
[33,34] on the SLM AlSi10Mg alloy, our material featured a slightly 
higher microhardness of ~142 HV. After heat treatment, due to stress 
release and microstructure coarsening [35], the microhardness de-
creased to ~139 HV (a typically reported microhardness value). ECAP 
at 150 °C increased the average microhardness to ~153 HV, while 
deformation at 200 °C decreased the microhardness to ~135 HV. 

The evolution of YS and UTS followed a trend similar to that of 
microhardness. The initial YS of 317 MPa and UTS of 499 MPa for the 
as-built sample decreased to 285 MPa and 468 MPa, respectively, 
after heat treatment. However, elongation at break increased slightly 
from 8.4% to 10.5%, which improved the alloy workability. The 
ECAP150 sample exhibited the highest YS and UTS values of 
~490 MPa and ~541 MPa; however, this increase occurred at the 
expense of elongation, which decreased to 7.2%. The ECAP200 
sample had the greatest combination of strength and ductility, 
which showed a YS, UTS and elongation at break of ~421 MPa, 
~463 MPa and 16.3%, respectively. 

The inset in Fig. 8 shows a comprehensive comparison of the UTS 
and elongation to fracture of Al-Si alloys fabricated by different 
processes. Those results revealed the ECAP150 sample (processed at 
150 °C) was characterised by a slightly higher UTS value compared to 
those reported elsewhere. Interestingly, the ECAP200 sample (pro-
cessed at 200 °C) exhibited an excellent combination of high ulti-
mate tensile strength and ductility. 

The strength-ductility synergy of AlSi10Mg originates from (1) 
the unique bimodal microstructure obtained through ECAP proces-
sing. This unique microstructure led to a composite effect during 
straining, that is, larger grains provided extended plastic deforma-
tion, while ultrafine grains contributed to strengthening, which in-
troduced high strain hardening and reasonable ductility [29]. (2) 
Orowan bowing mechanisms of dislocations around Si cells [36]. 
These dislocation loops also caused elastic loading of the Si phases, 
which produced strong back stress in the Al matrix and led to no-
ticeable kinematic hardening and the remarkable Bauschinger effect  
[7]. (3) Significant grain refinement resulting from ECAP deforma-
tion through the Hall-Petch effect. (4) Mechanical twinning of the 
hard Si phase, promoted by the accumulation of GNDs at the Al/Si 
interface, contributed to strain hardening through the dynamic 

Table 1 
Summary of microstructural characteristics.      

Sample Average grain size, [µm] Fraction of low-angle grain boundaries (LAGBs), % Fraction of high-angle grain boundaries (HAGBs), %  

HT  3.25  08.45  91.55 
ECAP150  0.31  45.23  55.77 
ECAP200  0.36  36.32  63.68 

Fig. 5. IPF-Z and GNDs maps of the ECAP150 sample. In Fig. 3(a) (IPF-Z image), misorientation values greater than 15° correspond to high angle grain boundaries (HAGB, green 
lines), and misorientation values between 2° and 15° correspond to low angle grain boundaries (LAGB, red lines). The percentages of HAGBs and LAGBs in the analysed areas (16 × 
18 µm) were 53.7 and 46.3, respectively. The average GND density of 1.9 × 1014 was calculated based on KAM values using Atex software. The red ‘hot spots’ in Fig. 3(b) correspond 
to a GND dislocation density of ~6.5 × 1014 m−2, while the dark blue areas correspond to a GND dislocation density of ~9.1 × 107 m−2. 
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Fig. 6. Microstructure details of AlSi10Mg in HT condition a) and b) bright and dark-field TEM images showing general microstructures, c) and d) STEM images showing a discrete 
Si precipitate, e–h) STEM-HAADF images and EDS mapping results of Al, Si, and Mg phases. 

Fig. 7. Details of the ECAP150 AlSi10Mg alloy microstructure, a) and b) bright and dark-field TEM images showing a general microstructure, c), d), g) and h) higher magnification 
bright and dark-field TEM images showing a twinned Si precipitate, e) and f) STEM-HAADF and HRTEM images showing twins and multiple stacking faults formed in the Si 
precipitate. 
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Hall–Petch effect to delay necking [37]. However, all of these state-
ments require clarification, which forms the bases of subsequent 
studies. 

4. Conclusions 

This study proposed a simple strategy to fabricate the AlSi10Mg 
alloy with multilevel microstructural heterogeneity and superior 
mechanical properties. The strategy involved short-time low-tem-
perature annealing of additively manufactured samples and sub-
sequent equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) at elevated 
temperatures. Key observations from this investigation are sum-
marised below:  

• Short-time low-temperature annealing heat treatment improved 
alloy workability, promoted nucleation of fine precipitates and 
the rupture of the cellularAl / Si network during ECAP.  

• ECAP processing successfully fabricated samples with multilevel 
structural heterogeneity consisting of a bimodal grain, a partially 
ruptured cellular network ofAl / Si phases, and precipitates lo-
cated in the cell interiors.  

• The YS of the AlSi10Mg alloy improved by 54% to ~490 MPa after 
ECAP at 150 °C; however, this improvement was achieved at the 
expense of ductility. The excellent mechanical properties origi-
nated from significant microstructure refinement, deformation 
twinning, Orowan, and back stress strengthening.  

• An optimal combination of strength and ductility for YS of 
~421 MPa and El of 16.3% was achieved by AlSi10Mg after pro-
cessing by ECAP at 200 °C. 

• TEM results provided direct experimental evidence that de-
formation twinning occurred in the refined nano Si particles, 
which means that the hard Si phase contributed to plastic de-
formation. 
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